
Reminiscences of Life at Southmead 1968 – 1998 
 

I was appointed Registrar in O & G at Southmead and Frenchay in 1968, covering 
Obstetrics at Southmead for John Crossley and Marjory Bennett, and Gynae at 
Frenchay for Eric Abbas and Sam Loxton. I was already married with 2 children and 
was allowed to ‘live in’ on duty at our house in  Rodbourne Road, just a few hundred 
yards from the hospital gate and 2 minutes by bike from the labour ward. At that time 
Obstetrics was set up in two blocks (A & B) each with its own delivery ward, with A 
block serving the professorial unit under Geoffrey Dixon, and B block serving the 
patients of Crossley, Bennett and Abbas. We delivered something like 7000 women a 
year then, with the Bristol Maternity Home on the Downs delivering only something 
under 3000, almost exclusively the women of Clifton and Redlands. Southmead ran 
the Flying Squad and all outlying clinics in Bedminster, Hartcliffe, Nailsea , Clevedon, 
Wells, Thornbury, Chipping Sodbury. This meant that the relatively disadvantaged 
women of South Bristol were obliged to travel straight past the BMH to get to 
Southmead to have their babies. 

      Each labour ward was run by a formidably competent midwifery sister, Kirsty 
Mulrennan on B and Sister Bloxham (Blossom) on A, and I became very attached to  
both of these. As registrar I worked something like 8.30am to 6.00pm five days a week 
and in addition was on duty 2 out of 5 weekdays and weekends. Being on call could 
be extremely busy and it was not out of the way of things being up all night. Three or 
four Caesars in a night was not unusual and I remember one occasion when I found 
myself having done 11 Kiellands forceps and one ‘ordinary’ forceps delivery in the 
same night. Naturally enough you started the next day at 8.30 as usual. 

       As the Flying Squad covered the whole of Avon and there were at the time quite 
a few GP units around we went out on Flying Squad calls fairly frequently, with more 
than half of those calls being to GP units. We would normally travel in a Blood 
Transfusion car, complete with blue flashing light. The squad would consist of a 
registrar, a sister midwife and mostly an anaesthetist, depending on the nature of the 
call., and we would carry O negative blood, on occasions giving 3 units or more before 
transporting the woman back to Southmead. I vividly remember on one occasion being 
stopped on the way to Chipping Sodbury by a Police car who couldn’t understand what 
this strange car was doing with a blue flashing light! The Flying Squad would 
occasionally go out to Weston Super Mare Obstetric unit. It was covered at the time 
by a single consultant obstetrician – a totally impossible arrangement and not 
surprisingly at times he was just not available to deal with serious emergencies. 

      Professor Dixon was the Unit’s expert on diabetes and we B block juniors found 
ourselves from time to time having to venture into A block to seek his opinion on one 
of our patients. He was very bright and had an MRCP as well as his FRCOG and had 
a well deserved reputation for not suffering fools gladly. In fact it could be said that the 
joke about styles of running a professorial unit was written with him in mind – that is to 
say that he followed the Mushroom Method: ‘Keep them in the dark all week and heap 
s*** on them at the weekend’! So it was a point of some pride to go over there (with 
some trepidation) and come back without having been totally demolished. 

      Work/Life balance (had it been invented then) didn’t leave too much time for life 
beyond sleeping, but there were parties and dances, and perhaps my most cherished 
memory of that time was of attending the Sisters’ Christmas Ball, and as midnight 
approached being entertained by Matron doing a bullfighting routine with the hospital 



chaplain using her amply proportioned knickers as her bullfighter’s cloak. Most 
consultants entertained their juniors but in particular John Crossley gave some superb 
parties at his lovely house on “Gynaecologist’s Corner” in Tockington, and it was the 
vision of his life style there that persuaded me to put Bristol top of my list when I was 
looking for a consultant post.      

        Gynaecologist’s Corner was so named because Harry Shepherd and Jimmy 
Drew Smythe had lived there before John and it is said that the design of the (now 
thoroughly obsolete) Drew Smythe catheter, used for induction of labour, was based 
on the road plan of the corner. 

        I travelled over to Frenchay for my gynae, doing one list each week with Loxton 
and two with Abbas. Loxton greeted me by saying that my predecessor couldn’t 
operate to save his life and wasn’t fit to be in a specialty, which opinion didn’t stop him 
going on to be a professor at a prestigious London hospital! Notwithstanding this rather 
daunting start, I got on well with both and was given lots of major surgical exposure, 
although Sam Loxton strangely let me do the whole of virtually every major except that 
he always insisted on sewing the abdomen up himself, as he said that was what 
patients judged their surgery on! 

       In 1970 I went off to King’s, London for a research registrar post followed by 
lecturer/Senior Reg, Here I got excellent general exposure to O & G and was for 3 
years Sir Stanley Clayton’s SR whilst he was President of the RCOG and also Editor 
of the Brit JOG leaving me with the bulk of his operating. At the same time I effectively 
sub specialised in Infertilty/Endocrinology, in the new set up there of a comprehensive 
6 days a week Infertilty Service.  

       In 1975 I came back to Southmead as Consultant/Senior Lecturer. This coincided 
with the opening of the new Obstetric unit at St Michael’s and the removal of the whole 
Professorial unit from Southmead apart from my newly created post, designed as  
someone to look after the undergraduate teaching at Southmead, which remained as 
important as that at St M’s. I considered my position several miles away from the 
Professor to be just right! I was allocated three fixed sessions (clinics in O & G and 
one list) and was told I could do whatever else I liked to arrange. I was lucky in that 
my colleagues, the hospital  administration were all in sympathy with developing an 
effective NHS Infertility service at Southmead, which to encourage positive thinking 
we called the Fertility Clinic! The story of that development is set out separately. In 
1980 I moved sideways into an NHS post on the retirement of Marjorie Bennett 

      At this time A block, now abandoned by the professorial unit, provided the beds 
for David McCoy (appointed a few years before me) and myself, whilst Crossley, 
Bennett and Abbas continued on B block. Christmases were particularly memorable. 
Each labour ward would make major efforts to outdo the other in  decorating the place 
with some theme such as Arabian nights or Fairies and the midwives would dress up 
accordingly, and consultants would also do their bit, traditionally all going in on 
Christmas morning to see all the new mums and babies before carving the Christmas 
turkey on one of their wards – Health and Safety having not got into its stride at that 
time. 

       In 1985 we opened the new central delivery suite with much improved facilities to 
replace the old A and B labour wards. Princess Anne came to perform the official 
opening in the September and at that time I happened to be Chair of the O & G division 
so was scheduled to walk round with her.  I had 3 colonies of bees at the time and two 
weeks earlier I had been splitting the hives to check how much honey they had stored 
in the upper part of the hive. I was doing this (inadvisedly!) in the lightweight suit that 



I normally wore to hospital, with just a veil and gloves. Now 1985 had been an awful 
year for bees with near constant rain, winds and cool weather, all of which had made 
the bees grumpy, and when I split the hive several thousand of them poured out and 
settled on my legs and ankles managing to inflict about 120 stings. The quantity of 
poison was enough to swell my legs and ankes to the size of a large lady’s thighs, 
push my temperature up to 104 F for several days and trigger the eruption of herpes 
simplex all over my face and head. It also incidentally established that the LD50 for 
bee stings for white male surgeons is somewhere between 120 and 180 as a few 
months later an Oxford surgeon died when  180 of his bees stung him! 

       The upshot was that when Princess Anne arrived I was still covered in scabs 
making me look as though I was suffering from some vile tropical disease. Princess 
Anne took it totally in her stride and was immediately talking knowledgeably about bee 
keeping! In fact we were all immensely impressed about her ability to talk 
knowledgeably about all sorts of things, including traditional birthing methods. 

      Having trained at 3 excellent obstetric units apart from Southmead (Oxford, 
Cambridge and King’s), I was immensely proud that our Southmead unit compared 
very well with any of these. An important part of what made the Southmead unit work 
so well was the Neonatal unit, which had been the first to appoint a specialist neonatal 
consultant in the UK - Peter Dunn, (later Professor) who with Brian Spiedel not only 
gave an excellent service, but joined us in regular meetings helping us to constantly 
examine and improve our practices. At one of our meetings we were enormously 
entertained by Beryl Corner  (who was the one who really got neonatology on the map 
in Bristol) telling us about her connections with the zoo, and in particular in helping to 
resuscitate baby gorillas, and at one time looking after a sickly one in her unit at the 
BMH! 

        We generally managed to attract high quality junior staff, a key component in 
running a happy and efficient unit. This was probably due to a combination of our high 
turnover, consultant body interested in training their juniors and a generally happy 
hospital with good food and reasonable accommodation. It was a sadness to me that 
the three most outstanding SHOs I had, all women were persuaded that they owed it 
to their partners to become mothers rather than pursuing careers in O&G. At one time 
we managed to put out a rowing four with a registrar and two SHOs wh0o had rowed 
at Cambridge and myself, ex Oxford. As you can imagine I ‘bust a gut’ not to let myself 
be rowed round corners by these youngsters from the other place! 

      One possibly unique thing that Southmead had was its own hospital orchestra. 
Michael Wilson, a general surgeon, was the founder and driving force of this. In its 
early days it consisted of nearly all consultants – Michael flute; Beryl Corner violin; 
Norman Brown drums; Nigel Edwards clarinet and later horn; David Reeves oboe; me 
on 2nd flute, etc. As time went on medical participation waned but the orchestra 
increased to perhaps 30 members. We would have our annual concert in the Bishop’s 
Palace in Wells, followed by dinner in some local hostelry. We usually played one 
symphony and one concerto with top quality amateur soloists – one year the then 
Bishop’s wife played a Beethoven piano concerto superbly (another woman who had 
possibly sacrificed her ambitions on the altar of matrimony! David McCoy explained 
the arrangement as being part of the Bishop’s plan to control Death Watch Beetle at 
the Palace – when they heard us play the DWBs would all jump into the moat and the 
problem would be controlled for another year! 

       In one of my operating lists I regularly had John Powell anaesthetising for me and 
Sister Sandy Shaw as scrub nurse. As it happened all three of us needed similarly 



powered specs for reading, but otherwise didn’t wear glasses. Inevitably from time to 
time, one of us would manage to turn up without our specs and then we found that we 
could rotate our 2 pairs to cover key needs! Eventually we took to keeping a joint spare 
pair in the theatre cupboard. 

       In the late 80s we had a gynae team (approximately speaking) in the Westbury 
on Trym Pub/Stretcher race, raising money for CLIC (the childhood leukaemia charity) 
The idea was that four of you ran round W O Trym with a stretcher carrying a fifth 
person, and pausing at the 6 pubs on route to down a half pint at each. Our secret 
weapon was Sister Moira Trenchard an absolutely diminutive Theatre Sister (small but 
perfectly formed!) who was a delight to carry, at least for the first few miles! Now three 
of us (Gynaecologist Ivan Jelen, Anaesthetist Colin Hall and myself) were still very fit 
doing regular jogging, squash, rowing or whatever and could take this pretty well in 
our stride, but it soon became apparent that our front right corner man, (who charitably 
should be nameless!) could not have done any significant aerobic exercise since he 
last played rugger as a student at Bart’s. For the second half of the race, front left took 
over both feet whilst nameless puffed along behind, struggling to keep up, and it was 
touch and go whether we needed to actually put him on the stretcher by the end!  

       The mention of rugger neatly brings me to the last fond memory (or possibly not 
so fond!) that I would like to share with you. At some time a bit after the stretcher race 
the Southmead midwives dreamt up the extraordinary idea of challenging the 
obstetricians to a rugby match. We, in our innocence thought ‘What’s not to like about 
that idea?’ Little did we know! On the day the midwives introduced us to a half dozen 
fit muscular young men from the Clifton Rugby Club that that had made Honorary 
Midwives for the day. We might have coped with that but they also introduced us to 
the referee that they had provided they said at great expense – and we soon came to 
realise that by expense you should understand the sort of thing that seems to be 
necessary to land big contracts in some third world countries Whether this expense 
was paid in cash or in kind we never discovered but  it certainly worked well  for them. 
Every time one of us got hold of the ball the ref blew his whistle and gave the midwives 
a penalty! Even that we might have coped with but every time we got into any scrum, 
ruck or maul there were a host of female hands demonstrating a knowledge of 
anatomy falling well clear of the midwifery field and totally ignoring the rugby ball! The 
result – you don’t need to ask! 

 

 

  


